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prayer addressed to the Lord, but words of confession were
mingled with the prayer. One person had been arrested and
died of weakness, another had perished of hunger, and so on.
Nothing but family tragedies which these people had expe-
rienced. These were not the forbidden revelations to foreign
correspondents, but a personal and therefore as yet unforbidden
conversation with God."
Lang describes how he went from grave to grave, listened to
everything and wrote down what he heard in his note-book.
He addresses to those of his faith the following appeal: "TJ
Tews of the whole world must not forget their brethren
Soviet Russia and must render them assistance in every wa
. . The distress of the Jewish community in Russia, even
hat part which is concerned in the process of productio
>asses all imagination. Hunger oedema and death from starv
ion are everyday occurrences."1
Lang concludes by stating that Jews and non-Jews alike ha^
>ecome the victims of the distress in Russia, but that the Je\
:ome off worse because they have always been in a won
>osition socially. "There are degrees of suffering," he continue
:which alienate people from one another. These conditioi
irevail in Russia. Every man is every man's foe. People beha^
a the nastiest manner to their relatives just to gain some peti
dvantage. If someone gets a bit of help, a few dollars froi
broad, and wants to keep part of the sum for even hard*
ines, he must conceal this intention from even his neare:
datives, or he runs the risk of being denounced to the Ogpu.
fere, in the last sentences of this description, Lang shows ths
le Russian famine is characterized not only by materis
istress, but also and inevitably by a moral decline, internecin
strife, denunciation, envy and hate.
These accounts by Ukrainian and Jewish eyewitnesses c
conditions in the Russian famine areas are fully confirme
1 In compliance with Lang's request the French Chief Rabbi and
number of leading Jews in various countries published an appeal.

